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STICK TOGETHER!
February is a month to celebrate relationships, both
personal and professional. Even though we have to
stay apart, we can still support one another in our
dreams and goals. Provisional Pen is here to help you
through the writing process from planning to editing.
We'll stick with you so you can stick with your project.
In this issue, you'll find out how our membership
writing group works, how reading can help you
strengthen your writing, and how letter writing can
serve as an inspiration.
Keep on writing!
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News @
JOIN US!
Want to work with a group of fellow writers without
venturing out into frigid temperatures? With a
membership to Provisional Pen, you can. In addition to
exclusive resources, you'll have access to our members
only Facebook writing group. Plus, you can join us in
Zoom meetings to discuss writing topics and update

Please visit our

the group on your progress.

Become a Member

Often, support and accountability are necessary

page for more info

ingredients in the formula for success. Not to mention
the chance to commiserate with writers who
understand the struggles of the process. In our writing
group, we're in collaboration rather than competition,
so no harsh judgments here. And if, like many of us,
you struggle with procrastination, regularly checking in
with the group can help.

and to join our
group!
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WRITING TIP
OF THE MONTH
READ MORE TO WRITE BETTER
Since we're focused on relationships right now, it's

Another way reading influences our writing

a good time to talk about one that's sometimes

involves conventions of different genres. If, for

overlooked: the one between reading and writing.

example, you read memoirs, you will notice

Why, when we writers are often crunched for time,

certain aspects they tend to have in common: first

is it so important to read?

person perspective, past tense verbs, and a
connection to the present. Let's say you're going

Reading teaches us about writing.

to write a memoir. You can follow all the

Want to expand your vocabulary, learn about

conventions to a tee, or you can make changes.

different writing styles, and observe the magic of

You might decide to write a memoir in poems

language at work? Reading allows you to

rather than prose, or in the form of letters or a

accomplish all of these goals.

diary or a cookbook. Exercising creative freedom
is part of the writing process, and reading can

Reading can help us come up with new ideas for

help you learn conventions and consider your

our writing.

options.

We often take inspiration from the world around
us, and what we read can certainly be part of that.

Finally, reading works with our preferences to

You might find your next great project starts with

affect our decision-making as writers. As we read,

responding to something someone else has

we react to content, style, tone, all kinds of

written.

attributes of the text. In developing your own style
as a writer, you can use your reading reactions as

Reading helps us decide what kind of writers

a guide. For instance, you could avoid strictly first

we'd like to be.

person narration if that doesn't appeal to you as a

This plays out in a few ways. We're likely to write

reader. If you come across a method (like using

in the genre(s) we like to read. So, if you're drawn

multiple narrators in this case) that you really

to, say, mysteries, you might write mysteries,

enjoy, you can employ it in your writing.

historical mysteries, or literary fiction that
incorporates elements of the mystery genre.

Check out our next newsletter for more reading tips!
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M
O N T H L Y WRITING
WRITING
MONTHLY
IINSPIRATION
NSPIRATION
CREATE
T R Y A WITH
F R E SLETTERS
H PERSPECTIVE
In a month dedicated to relationships, it's fun to think
about the role of writing in connecting people. Let's
think back to the heyday of the old-fashioned letter,
handwritten or typed, delivered by hand or mail, before
the various technologies that have replaced it
throughout the years.
There's a bit of mystery to communicating this way,
isn't there? Not knowing exactly when a letter will arrive.
Deciphering the writer's handwriting (when applicable),
their tone, possible hidden meanings, sometimes even
their identity (particularly in the case of typed letters).
Possibly missing out on lost or intercepted letters.
Finding a letter that isn't meant for you. It makes for
engaging detective work and writing material.
So, this month, we challenge you to connect this nearly
forgotten writing form to your creative writing by
incorporating letters into your fiction, poetry, or
creative nonfiction.
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